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Exercise Sheet 7

Exercise 1: (Internal Interrupts) (15 points)
In the slides of Lecture 3 the illegal instruction signal ill(d) = iev(d)[1] is defined. There are several
other interrupts which are of our particular interest. The misaligned access interrupt mal(d) =
iev(d)[2] is generated by the memory system in case it is accessed with an address not divisible by
the access width. The page fault on fetch signal pff(d) = iev(d)[3] occurs if page index exceeds the
page table length (we call this situation page table length exception) or an invalid access is attempted
with the virtual address d.DPC. The page fault on load/store interrupt pfls(d) = iev(d)[4] is raised
if there is a page table length exception or an invalid access occurs at the effective virtual address.

Specify the signals mal, pff , and pfls formally.

Exercise 2: (Loops in C0) (10 points)
Some programming languages offer loop statements other than while-loops, e.g. for-loops:

for (e < e′; e = e + 1) do s

for-Semantics:
c.pr = (for (e < e′; e = e + 1) do s); r ⇒

c′.pr =

{

(e = e + 1); s; (for (e < e′; e = e + 1) do s); r va(c, e) < va(c, e′)

r otherwise

Define the semantics of while-loops and show how to implement for-loops using while-loops.

Exercise 3: (Ministack / Assembler Layer) (15 points)
In the lecture we defined the target language resp. machine of the C0 compiler as ISA resp.
physical machine d. The compiler operates with the integer types, while ISA is defined over the
bit vectors. In practice, it is inconvenient to overload the compiler correctness proof with lots of
conversions between integers and bit vectors. As a solution to this problem an intermediate layer
of abstraction, called Assembler, could be introduced. The target language of the compiler then
becomes Assembler. The correctness of the Assembler is justified by the simulation between ISA
and Assembler machines. Such systems comprising three layers are called ministacks.

Define the Assembler machine in analogous to ISA machines way such that the described prob-
lem of conversion no longer exists. Formulate the simulation relation between Assembler and ISA.

Exercise 4: (Page Fault Handler) (10 points)
Explain in words why a page fault handler must not swap out the page that was swapped in during
its last execution.


